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Ethics: Responding to a Subpoena for Confidential Client Information

by Sandra J. Colhour[1]

Trust is the hallmark of the client-lawyer relationship.[2] Foundational to this trust is the assurance 

that a lawyer will not reveal information related to the representation of a client without the informed 

consent of the client or unless the confidentiality rule authorizes disclosure.

Missouri Supreme Court Rule 4-1.6, Confidentiality of Information, prohibits a lawyer from revealing 

information related to the representation of a client without a client’s informed consent or implied 

authorization, or unless disclosure is made to the extent necessary to accomplish one of the purposes 

identified in the Rule.  Rule 4-1.6(b)(4) permits a lawyer to reveal information related to the 

representation of a client to the extent reasonably necessary to comply with other law or a court 

order. When a lawyer is subpoenaed to testify about or produce confidential information, questions 
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emerge as to whether applicable law authorizes compliance with the subpoena and whether the 

subpoena, issued under authority of a court, constitutes a court order per Rule 4-1.6(b)(4). Because 

failure to comply with a subpoena can result in penalties at law outside the scope of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct, and improper disclosure of confidential information can expose a lawyer to 

discipline, the stakes are high. The lawyer may lack facts about why the subpoena was issued, and 

legal research into whether applicable law protects the information or requires disclosure may yield 

indeterminate results.  

A lawyer faced with a subpoena for confidential client information can chart a clear path by 

considering four questions: (1) Is the information the subpoena seeks protected by Rule 4-1.6?; (2) Has 

the client given informed consent to disclosure?; (3) Is disclosure impliedly authorized to carry out the 

representation?; and (4) Is disclosure of the information required by “other law or a court order”? 

Is the Information Protected by Rule 4-1.6?

The confidentiality rule protects all information “relating to the representation of a client.”[3] Prior to 

the effective date of the Rules of Professional Conduct in 1986, Missouri’s Code of Professional 

Responsibility protected, with certain exceptions, a client’s “confidence[s]” (information protected at 

law by the attorney-client privilege) and “secret[s]” (other information gained in the professional 

relationship that the client had requested be held inviolate or that would be embarrassing or 

detrimental to the client if revealed).[4] The current confidentiality rule is much broader.  It prohibits 

unauthorized disclosure of “not only matters communicated in confidence by the client, but also … all 

other information relating to the representation, whatever its source.”[5] In fact, the rule’s prohibition 

extends to information that is not itself protected by the confidentiality rule but could, if disclosed, 

reasonably lead a third person to discover confidential information.[6]  When information is sought 

through compulsion of law, the principle of confidentiality is given effect by the related legal doctrines 

of attorney-client privilege and work-product,[7] but confidentiality encompasses a broader category 

of information.[8]  Examples of confidential information include, but are not limited to: client identity;

[9] information about a client’s fee;[10] a client’s mental competency during the representation;[11] 

and matters related to the representation that have become part of the public record.[12]  

When a lawyer no longer represents a client, Rule 4-1.6 still provides the ultimate criteria for 

permissible disclosure.  The duty of confidentiality continues after the client-lawyer relationship has 

ended, in that a lawyer may not reveal confidential information about a former client except as the 

Rules of Professional Conduct “would permit or require with respect to a client.”[13]

Has the Client Given Informed Consent to Disclosure?            

If a subpoena demands information protected by the confidentiality rule, a lawyer may reveal the 

information if the client grants informed consent. “Informed consent” is defined in Rule 4-1.0, 

Terminology, as “the agreement by a person to a proposed course of conduct after the lawyer has 

communicated adequate information and explanation about the material risks of and reasonably 

available alternatives to the proposed course of conduct.”[14] To give informed consent, a client 

ordinarily must be informed about the facts and circumstances giving rise to the request for 



information, the material advantages and disadvantages of disclosure, and other options and 

alternatives available to the client.[15]  

When a subpoena seeks information from a lawyer about a former client, a lawyer may seek, if 

practical, informed consent from the former client.  It may be appropriate in some circumstances to 

advise a client to seek the advice of other counsel as to whether to grant consent.[16] Generally, when 

a former client has granted consent to disclosure based on advice of other counsel, the lawyer seeking 

the consent can assume the former client’s consent is “informed.”[17]

If a former client is deceased, informed consent on behalf of the client cannot be granted by the 

personal representative of the client’s estate,[18] nor may any person waive the lawyer’s duty of 

confidentiality owed to a deceased former client.[19] Only if a client gave express informed consent, 

while alive, to the disclosure of confidential information to the individual(s) and under the 

circumstances covered in the subpoena may a lawyer rely on informed consent as the basis for 

disclosure of information relating to a now-deceased client.[20]

Particularly in the estate planning context, a lawyer may wish to secure a current client’s explicit 

informed consent for future disclosure of specific documents after the client’s death or incompetence 

in order to carry out the client’s goals.[21]  After a client’s death or incapacity, a lawyer may be 

contacted or subpoenaed by a trustee, personal representative, beneficiary, or attorney in fact.  The 

practitioner who retains documentation of a deceased or incapacitated client’s prior grant of specific 

informed consent may be able to serve the client more comprehensively, circumvent the time and 

expense of opposing a subpoena, or escape the need to hold to the slender thread of the implied 

authorization exception, discussed below.

Is the Disclosure Impliedly Authorized to Carry Out the Representation?

A lawyer may comply with a subpoena’s demand for confidential information without explicit 

informed consent from a client if the disclosure is “impliedly authorized in order to carry out the 

representation.”[22]  In the context of confidential document disclosure, the implied authorization 

exception in Missouri occupies only a small patch of solid ground. That ground is in the estate 

planning context.  A lawyer for a deceased client may disclose an original or copy of a will, 

testamentary trust, or recorded deed, prepared by the lawyer, in response to a subpoena duces 

tecum or other demand for documents if the lawyer believes the documents are still valid and 

disclosure would be consistent with the goals of the deceased.[23] The lawyer should not rely on the 

implied authorization exception to disclose other information relating to the representation,  

including, but not limited to, information about the wishes of the now-deceased client.[24]

Is Disclosure of the Information Required by “Other Law or Court Order”?

If the client has not given express or implied authorization for a lawyer to disclose confidential 

information, a lawyer may disclose such information “to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes 

necessary … to comply with other law or a court order.”[25] For purposes of Rule 4-1.6(b)(4), a 

subpoena demanding testimony or documents, issued by or under the authority of a tribunal[26] at 



the behest of an attorney or party, should be viewed as a court order.

However, because disclosure is permitted only “to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes 

necessary … to comply,”[27] a bare subpoena demanding information related to a lawyer’s 

representation of a client does not authorize disclosure.  A lawyer who receives a subpoena for 

confidential client information is compelled to reconcile the lawyer’s confidentiality obligations under 

Rule 4-1.6, including the related legal doctrines that give it effect in the compulsory process context,

[28] with the lawyer’s obligation as an officer of the legal system[29] exemplified in the prohibition in 

Rule 4-3.4(c) that a lawyer not “knowingly disobey an obligation under the rules of a tribunal, except 

for an open refusal based on an assertion that no valid obligation exists.”[30]  

To address these dual responsibilities, a lawyer must first consult with the client about the demand for 

information to the extent required by Rule 4-1.4, Communication.[31] Because the duty of 

confidentiality continues after termination of the client-lawyer relationship, a lawyer subpoenaed for 

information related to the lawyer’s representation of a former client has a duty to notify the former 

client of the demand.[32]  During that communication, a lawyer may, if appropriate, seek the informed 

consent of the client or former client to disclosure.[33]  

Absent informed consent for disclosure granted by the client or former client, a lawyer should oppose 

the subpoena, making all available good faith arguments[34] that disclosure of the information is not 

authorized by other law or is protected by the attorney-client privilege or other applicable law.[35] A 

lawyer whose client or former client is unavailable for consultation about the subpoena, including a 

lawyer for a now-deceased former client, also must assert on behalf of the client or former client all 

nonfrivolous arguments in opposition to disclosure.[36] A lawyer should advocate that any order for 

disclosure be as specific and limited as possible.[37]

If the challenge to the subpoena’s demand is denied, a lawyer must consult with a client about the 

possibility of appeal to the extent required by Rule 4-1.4, Communication.[38] If appellate review of 

the order is not sought, a lawyer is permitted by Rule 4-1.6(b)(4) to comply with a court order for 

disclosure issued under those circumstances.[39]  If the disclosure is made in the context of a judicial 

proceeding, a lawyer has a duty to seek appropriate protective orders or attempt to make other 

arrangements limiting access to the tribunal or other persons with a need to know.[40]

A lawyer who must respond to a subpoena demanding confidential client information is obliged to 

make precise judgments and act prudently to reconcile the lawyer’s sweeping duty of confidentiality 

with his or her role as an officer of the legal system.  Even after conscientious review of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct and Comments, Missouri Informal Advisory Opinions,[41] and substantive legal 

research, questions may persist.  Any lawyer licensed in Missouri may contact the Office of Legal 

Ethics Counsel (www.Mo-Legal-Ethics.org (http://www.Mo-Legal-Ethics.org))  to request an informal 

advisory opinion about his or her own prospective conduct related to the Rules of Professional 

Conduct.[42] 
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